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ABSTRACT

At approximately 3:41 AM on the morning of April 29, 2007, a tractor-trailer rig carrying 8,600 gallons (32.6 m$^3$) of fuel overturned on Interstate 880 in Oakland, CA. The resultant fire weakened the surrounding steel superstructure and caused a 50-yard (45.7 m) long section of the above connecting ramp from Interstate 80 to Interstate 580 to fail in approximately 18 minutes. In this study, we performed a loosely-coupled thermal-structural finite element analysis of the freeway using the LLNL Engineering codes NIKE3D, DYNA3D and TOPAZ3D. First, we applied an implicit structural code to statically initialize the stresses and displacements in the roadway at ambient conditions due to gravity loading. Next, we performed a thermal analysis by approximating the tanker fire as a moving box region of uniform temperature. This approach allowed for feasible calculation of the fire-to-structure radiative view factors and convective heat transport. We used a mass scaling methodology in the thermal analysis to reduce the overall simulation time so an explicit structural analysis could be used, which provided a more computationally efficient simulation of structural failure. Our approach showed structural failure of both spans due to thermal softening under gravity loading at approximately 20 minutes for a fixed fire temperature of 1200°C and fixed thermal properties. When temperature-dependent thermal properties were applied, the south and north spans collapsed at approximately 10 minutes and 16 minutes, respectively. Finally, we performed a preliminary fully-coupled analysis of the system using the new LLNL implicit multi-mechanics code Diablo. Our investigation shows that our approach provides a reasonable first-order analysis of the system, but improved modeling of the transport properties and the girder-box beam connections is required for more accurate predictions.

NOMENCLATURE

- $c_p$ Heat capacity
- $f_{rad}$ Radiation view factor
- $k$ Thermal conductivity
- $L_D$ Convective decay length
- $L_w, L_y$ Fire bath width and length
- $Nu$ Nusselt number
- $Ra$ Rayleigh number
- $T_{amb}$ Ambient temperature
- $T_{fire}$ Fire temperature
- $T^*_gas$ Nondimensionalized convective gas temperature

INTRODUCTION

A tractor-trailer rig traveling on Interstate 880 in Oakland, CA overturned during the early morning hours on April 29, 2007, spilling 8,600 gallons of fuel. This fuel ignited, causing a fire that sufficiently weakened the surrounding steel superstructure to the point of failure. The available information regarding the incident includes extensive photographic evidence of the structure after the collapse, structural drawings, news articles that included eyewitness accounts, and a video by an East Bay Municipal District (EBMUD) employee at the neighboring sewage treatment plant southwest of the MacArthur Maze (Fig. 1). According to a
San Francisco Chronicle article [1], the gasoline tanker had overturned on a section of I-880 beneath I-580 and caught fire at 3:41 a.m. (Fig. 2). At 3:55 a.m., the I-580 overpass was buckling as firefighters arrived and at 4:02 a.m. the overpass collapsed onto I-880. The Chronicle article also claims that the flames were estimated to be about 3000 degrees, with no units specified (we assumed degrees Fahrenheit, which would correspond to a temperature of 1650 degrees Celsius, which is approximately 500 ◦C larger than the transient fire temperature by Buyukozturk and Ulm [2] shown in Fig. 3). The available EBMUD video data showed the fire at 3:37 a.m., which deviates slightly from the stated start time in [1]. At this time, the fire is already in progress, but appears to have recently started due to the limited amount of flames seen in the video at this time. It appears that the fire is initially concentrated under the northern span of the I-580 interchange, which is the span between bents MB18 and MB19. It is interesting to note that at around 9 minutes into the blaze, a significant amount of small “droplets” of burning material is falling from the above superstructure. This could correspond to spalling of thin layers of concrete from the face of the concrete roadway, which is seen when concrete is subjected to very high temperatures [2]. Approximately 16 minutes and 42 seconds into the fire, the south span of the I-580 (between bents MB19 and MB20) collapsed. 1 minute and 22 seconds later, the MB18-19 span collapsed, which means that both spans collapsed within 18 minutes and 4 seconds after commencement of the EBMUD video footage.

The structure of interest is comprised of a 7.75 in. (19.7 cm) reinforced concrete roadway that is 45 feet (13.7 m) wide, which sits upon a lattice of steel beams and girders. The minimum clear distance between the I-880 roadway to the I-580 roadway is 15’–6” (4.72 m) (Fig. 2). At MB18 and MB20, steel bent caps rest upon a singular steel cased reinforced concrete elliptical column. At MB19, a steel box beam rested on two steel cased reinforced concrete elliptical columns that were placed just outside the I-880 roadway below. The box beam sat upon steel reinforced elastomeric bearing pads with no fixed connection between the beam and the bearing pads or columns below, which allowed the beam to freely slide along the bearing pads during the collapse. There are six steel girders that span between the bents and steel diaphragms that are placed at third points along the MB18-19 span and at quarter points along the MB19-20 span. The girders also had stiffeners which were placed at equal distances along each span. The MB18-19 span is approximately 77 feet (23.5 m) in length and the MB19-20 span is approximately 84 feet (25.6 m) in length. The girder connections at bents MB18 and MB20 consisted of a reduced and stiffened web section bolted to steel bearing plates at the base of the stiffened web section. The connection at bent MB19 consisted of the girder webs bolted to two steel angle plates with the angle plates bolted to the box beam. The reinforced concrete consisted of reinforcement with a yield strength of 60 ksi (414 MPa) and concrete with a compressive strength of 3.6 ksi (24.8 MPa). The steel girder flanges, girder
webs, and stiffener plates were fabricated from ASTM A709 Grade 50 steel, and the diaphragms and miscellaneous metals were fabricated from ASTM A709 Grade 36 steel.

COLLAPSE ANALYSIS

We modeled this thermal-structural problem using four existing LLNL codes in the interest of code verification: NIKE3D [3], DYNA3D/Paradyn [4, 5], TOPAZ3D [6], and Diablo [7]. NIKE3D is a nonlinear implicit three-dimensional finite element code for solid and structural mechanics. DYNA3D and its parallel version, Paradyn, is LLNL’s nonlinear explicit three-dimensional finite element code for solid and structural mechanics. TOPAZ3D is an implicit three-dimensional finite element heat transfer code and Diablo is a parallel implicit multimechanics code, which essentially combines functionalities from NIKE3D and TOPAZ3D into a coupled parallel format. NIKE3D was used for studying the stresses and deflections of the structure under gravity loads, eigenvalue analysis of the two span section of the I-580 interchange, and for performing scoping calculations on the thermal/structural analysis. An implicit code such as NIKE3D is probably the best finite element platform to perform this type of long time scale thermal/structural analysis, but NIKE3D does not have the capability of modeling material failure using element deletion. This limitation made it difficult for NIKE3D to replicate the span collapse, so Paradyn was also used in order to account for material failure using element deletion criterion. The gravity stresses and deflections were calculated in Paradyn by slowly ramping up gravity with 5% mass proportional damping turned on during the gravity loading phase. Once the gravity loads were applied, the thermal/structural analysis would commence. The thermal loads were calculated using TOPAZ3D prior to performing the structural analysis. TOPAZ3D exported nodal temperature histories for use in the structural codes, NIKE3D and Paradyn. Diablo is a relatively new finite element code that was used to test the capability of performing a fully-coupled thermal/structural analysis on a parallel platform. One advantage of a fully-coupled approach is the deformed geometry influences how thermal loads are propagated into the structure.

Structural Analysis

The finite element model consisted of approximately 150,000 8-node hexahedral elements and approximately 226,000 nodes (Figs. 4, 5, 6). The model used three sets of material properties for the analyses and also used contact interfaces between the MB19 box beam and bearing pads. One material was used for the ASTM A709 Grade 50 steel, one for the ASTM A709 Grade 36 steel, and one for the reinforced concrete roadway. A thermo-elastic-plastic model was used for the steel and the Karagozian & Case (K&C) nonlinear concrete model was used for the concrete roadway in the Paradyn model. For both the NIKE3D and Paradyn models, the reinforcement was not included into the roadway for the purpose of model simplification. In NIKE3D, the yield stress of the concrete was assumed to be only 1000 psi (6.89 MPa) for the thermo-elastic-plastic model, with the objective that the roadway would provide mass but not provide much strength to the overall structure. In Paradyn, the compressive strength of the concrete was chosen to be 4 ksi (27.6 MPa), which reflects an increase in the original strength of 3.6 ksi due to concrete aging [8].

For the thermo-elastic-plastic models, eight sets of material properties can be used to define the behavior of the material at different temperatures. All material properties remained the same for every temperature except for the yield strength and elastic modulus. A list of the yield strength and elastic modulus reduction factors for various temperatures are given in [9].

The first set of finite element analyses performed was the gravity initialization in NIKE3D, Paradyn, and Diablo. All three
finite element codes calculated very similar solutions. A vertical displacement comparison is given in Fig. 7. The red color corresponds to a zero displacement and blue corresponds to 0.5 inches (1.27 cm) in displacement. Structural drawings from the California Department of Transportation indicated that the maximum calculated vertical displacements of the girders for the MB18-19 and MB19-20 span was 0.375 inches (0.953 cm) and 0.5 inches (1.27 cm) respectively, which appear to be in good agreement with the finite element predictions.

Once the gravity initialized state was determined, a NIKE3D eigenvalue analysis was performed on the structure. Figure 8 provides the first five modeshapes of the finite element model. These predicted modeshapes are plausible based on general engineering judgement.

**Thermal Analysis**

Modeling of the fire heat transport to the surrounding steel superstructure with limited available resources is a difficult task. Video of the incident demonstrates that the flame pool constantly changed shape and orientation due to changes in wind patterns and confinement due to the failing structure. Therefore, a reasonable first approximation of the fire is to model a moving, transforming region that follows an assumed heat transport methodology between the fire and the surrounding structure. This fire bath contains both convective and radiative transport modes to the solid surfaces of the superstructure that lay within the fire bath. Performing the analysis in this manner allows for simple heat transfer analysis for surfaces immersed in the fire bath.

Determination of the transport between the fire and the structure outside the fire bath is not as straightforward, but fortunately this is not as critical since failure is most likely to occur within the fire bath since that is where the heat transport is greatest. In order to facilitate the calculation of the heat transport to surfaces outside the fire bath but oriented toward the flames, methods were applied that allowed for a smooth transition of maximum heat transport for surfaces within the fire bath to zero heat transfer at an infinite distance from the fire. The methods, described below, were applied by modifying the source code of the implicit thermal finite element code, TOPAZ3D [6].

**Radiative Transport.** The most direct means to model the reduction in heat transfer between the fire and surfaces outside the fire bath with respect to distance is to implement view factor relations. The only feasible means to use analytical relations to calculate the view factor is to approximate the fire bath as a rectangular box whose height spans between the two road structures. For the mesh used in this study, the size of a finite element facet is much smaller than the size of the side of this boxed region, so the differential surface-finite surface view factor relations can be used where the differential surface is normal to the finite rectangle aligned with rectangle’s corner (Fig. 9, Case A) [10]:

\[
 f_{rad} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left[ \arctan \left( \frac{1}{C} \right) - C \arctan \left( \frac{1}{Y} \right) \right] 
\]  

(1)

where

\[
 A = \frac{a}{b}, C = \frac{c}{b}, Y = \sqrt{A^2 + C^2} 
\]  

(2)
or where the differential surface is parallel to the finite rectangle aligned with rectangle’s corner (Fig. 9, Case B) [10]:

\[
 f_{rad} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \left[ A^* \arctan \left( \frac{B}{\sqrt{1+A^2}} \right) + B^* \arctan \left( \frac{A}{\sqrt{1+B^2}} \right) \right]
\]

(3)

where

\[
 A = a/c, B = b/c, A^* = \frac{A}{\sqrt{1+A^2}}, B^* = \frac{B}{\sqrt{1+B^2}}
\]

(4)

All facets within the fire bath contain a view factor of 1.0. In general, either summation or subtraction of view factors is required to determine the net radiation exposure based on the normal drawn between the facet and the surface edge as shown in Fig. 10. Also, in many instances a given finite element facet is exposed to two sides of the fire bath, so view factor summation is applied. We assumed a fixed fire temperature of 1200°C for our system to match known fire temperatures from Fig. 3 [2].

Convective Transport. An accurate depiction of the heat transport between the hot gases escaping the fire bath that heats the surrounding surfaces requires a large-scale CFD fire simulation, but for simplicity we used a simple analytical model to compliment the fire bath radiative scheme. All gas within the fire bath contained a peak hot gas temperature of \( T_{gas}^* = 1.0 \), where

\[
 T_{gas}^* = \left( \frac{T_{gas} - T_{amb}}{T_{gas, max} - T_{amb}} \right)
\]

(5)

where \( T_{gas, max} \) and \( T_{amb} \) are 500°C and 20°C, respectively. Here, a simple exponential decay of the hot gas temperature is approximated for the heat transport,

\[
 T_{gas}^* = \min \left( 1, \exp \left( -\left( \frac{|x'| - L_x}{L_D} \right) \left( \frac{|y'| - L_y}{L_D} \right) \right) \right)
\]

(6)

where the vectors \( L_x \) and \( L_y \) are shown in Fig. 11. We chose a decay length \( L_D = 173\text{in}^{-1} \) (4.39 m) such that \( T_{gas}^* \) is reduced by a factor of 2 at a length of 10 ft (3.05 m) outside the fire bath.

Thermal Transport Notes. To complete the thermal model, the following were applied:

1. The initial temperature of all nodes in the mesh was \( T_{amb} \).
2. The convection relation for the top of the roadway to the ambient surroundings is \( Nu = 0.15Ra^{1/3} \), which is valid for \( 10^7 < Ra < 10^{11} \) [11]. Our system contains \( Ra \approx 10^{10} \). It was approximated that downward-facing facets experienced more heat transfer via radiation than convection, so convection is ignored for these facets.
Table 1. SYSTEM THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>A709 Steel</th>
<th>Concrete</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density, kg/m³</td>
<td>7861</td>
<td>2405</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat capacity, J/kg/K</td>
<td>439.6</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity, W/m/K</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>[11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface emissivity</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The convection relation for vertical systems is $Nu = 0.10Ra^{1/3}$, which is valid for $Ra \geq 10^9$ [11]. Convective transport for these facets is applied both to the fire and ambient surroundings.

4. Perfect thermal contact between the steel sleeves and the underlying concrete in the supporting columns was assumed.

5. Table 1 shows the thermal properties applied for the steel and concrete in the simulation. The results shown in this paper use fixed thermal properties for these materials since temperature-dependent values for A709 Steel are not available. However, subsequent calculations using the temperature-dependent properties of plain carbon steel from [11] show a sharper rise in the maximum nodal temperature in the system than when fixed properties were used.

In order to facilitate use of an explicit finite element code for the structural analysis, the simulated time was reduced from 3600 seconds to 3.6 seconds. Therefore, the heat capacity of the steel and concrete was increased by a factor of 1000 to maintain the left-hand side of the standard energy equation. Figure 12 shows that use of this approach provides equivalent temperature profiles within the fire bath within 0.001°C when compared to a real-time model.

The initial approach to modeling the fire was to adjust the position and size of the fire bath based on the real-time video of the fire. The calculated structural temperature distribution at 60 minutes shown in Fig. 13 shows that the video places the fire predominantly under the MB18-19 section of the structure, despite the fact that the actual failure had first occurred in the adjoining MB19-20 section. This fact suggests that modeling the fire bath as uniformly heating may not be a valid assumption, although video of a substantial portion of the fire progression is not available. Nevertheless, we were able to get a reasonable agreement in collapse time and failure mode when the fire was positioned such that it straddled the MB19 beam as shown in Fig. 14, which shows that the general approach described here can give a first-order approximation of the failure modes and times.

**Thermal-Structural Analysis**

The final loosely coupled thermal/structural analysis was performed using Paradyn to allow for material failure. In order to perform this long time scale analysis in an explicit code, time was scaled by 1000. In order to ensure that this approximation was reasonable, a Paradyn analysis (time scaled by 1000) and NIKE3D analysis (time scaled by 1) was performed for materials without element deletion and the two solutions were in agreement.
reasonable agreement (Fig. 15). The thermal load time scaling has the greatest influence on the structural behavior when there is a strong transient dynamic response, such as when a component fails. During these points in the analysis, the scaled thermal loads are applied at approximately the same time scale as the transient dynamic response. The increased thermal loading experienced during transient dynamic periods might alter the predicted failure mode, but is unlikely to shift the first-order failure time estimate. For the Paradyn failure analysis, it was assumed that element deletion would occur for the Grade 36 steel at an effective plastic strain of 10% and element deletion for the Grade 50 steel would occur at 15%. Gravity was initialized prior to performing the thermal/structural analysis. We assumed that failure occurred when either a span sagged more than 15 feet 6 inches (the minimum clear distance between the roadways) or when a span failed completely from its connection.

Table 2 shows the collapse times and failure modes for models that use the fixed thermal properties from Table 1 or when the temperature-dependent thermal properties of plain carbon steel from [11] were used. The table shows that using fixed thermal properties overestimates the collapse time, while using temperature-dependent properties underestimates the collapse time. In addition, the failure modes differ between the two simulations and the EBMUD video, which suggests that more emphasis should be placed on the models of the connection points. Figure 16 shows the predicted failure at the end of the analysis for an assumed fire temperature of 1200°C and fixed thermal properties, and the maximum displacement of the girder nodes is shown in Fig. 17. Our two calculations show the large areas of uncertainty in our modeling method and choice of modeling parameters, so our methods only provide a first-order prediction. However, we did find that consideration of the variation of the tangent modulus with respect to temperature was secondary to the overall thermal softening of the material.

The fully-coupled analysis is a work-in-progress using the implicit, parallel, multi-mechanics Diablo code under development at LLNL. The solution technique currently implemented in Diablo alternates solution of the thermal and stress mechanics governing equations to produce separate updates for the temper-
Table 2. SP AN COLLAPSE TIMES AND FAILURE MODES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>North (MB18-19)</th>
<th>South (MB19-20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EBMUD Video</td>
<td>18:04†</td>
<td>16:42†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed $k$, $c_p$ (Table 1)</td>
<td>21:30‡</td>
<td>20:15‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k(T)$, $c_p(T)$ [11]</td>
<td>16:15‡</td>
<td>10:00‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Nodal failure along entire span
‡Maximum sag distance along span exceeded clearance limits

ature and displacement fields. The governing thermal equations are solved to determine the current nodal temperatures, which are passed to the stress mechanics step to update temperature-dependent material properties. The governing stress equations are then solved to determine the current displacements; the current configuration, contact pressures, and dissipative work (from contact and material models) are then passed back to the thermal mechanics step to update thermal transport properties. The loop through the thermal and stress mechanics solutions is repeated a specified number of times for each time step. The preliminary Diablo analysis results indicate larger girder displacements near bent MB19 than at the corresponding time in the Paradyn analysis. This behavior is consistent with structural deformations affecting how thermal loads are propagated into the system; however, numerical difficulties have prevented the analysis from preceding far enough to estimate a structural failure time from the fully-coupled analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

The thermal analysis approach used here is obviously very approximate and can potentially be improved through application of a fire dynamics code such as Fuego [12] from Sandia National Laboratories or various codes from the National Institutes of Standards and Technology Building and Fire Research Laboratory [13]. However, the use of these fire simulation codes is hampered due to lack of knowledge regarding the wind patterns at the time of the fire. The predictions of the Maze connector collapse show that the approach outlined in this paper provides a simple means to approximate failure times via thermal and structural finite element analysis. The approximate time to failure could be used as a first-order predictive capability to assess the thermal vulnerability of structural systems. Additional accuracy on the failure mechanism can be gained by providing more details on the temperature-dependent thermal properties and connections between the girders and the box beam.
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